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TMLP is committed to providing high quality, reliable and affordable electricity and other related services
to its customers. Electric vehicles (EVs) are already offering both excellent efficiency and performance at
increasingly affordable costs. That’s why TMLP is pleased to announce its new EV awareness & rebate
program, TMLP Drives Electric.
In addition to the launch of the new TMLP Drives Electric website, customers will now have access to
comprehensive EV resources and support via a toll-free support line (1.833.443.8363) and email
(ev@ene.org) staffed by EV Specialists. Whether new to EVs or already an existing EV owner, residents can
learn more about the different types of available electric vehicles and charging, get connected with
dealers, hear about upcoming local EV events, and connect with discount EV rebates and EV incentives
available only to TMLP customers.
Learn more about electric vehicles and their many benefits at TMLPDrivesElectric.org and sign up to
receive the latest information about incentives and upcoming events.
About TMLP Drives Electric: TMLP Drives Electric is an outreach and rebate program to inform the electric
utility customer about the savings and benefits that come from choosing an electric vehicle and charging it
at home overnight. TMLPDrivesElectric.org
About TMLP: TMLP is a locally controlled municipal company providing electricity & Internet services to
Taunton and surrounding towns for more than a century. Our mission is to provide reliable, competitivelypriced services to our community in a sustainable, environmentally-sensitive and customer-centric manner.
As a public power provider we value our customer-owners relationship and want to support them in this ever
changing electricity environment. www.tmlp.com
About Energy New England (ENE): ENE is the largest wholesale risk management and energy trading
organization serving the needs of municipal utilities in the northeast. ENE works with numerous businesses,
residents and utilities to help promote the principles of conservation, efficiency, and environmental
stewardship, and advances the many benefits available through integrated sustainability planning. ene.org
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